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The year of the mixed-use mall

In the fiercely competitive South African retail sector, the retail and retail development space in 2017 and beyond
will include a high-tech, interactive shopping environment in a bid to lure shoppers to centres for longer.

This is one of the strongest indications that technology – specifically internet access – is in fact facilitating bricks-
and-mortar retail development, rather than hampering it through the rise of online shopping platforms. 

Another emerging trend is the changing tenant mix of centres, which is increasingly becoming geared towards high
LSM, mixed-use offerings, bringing a greater element of convenience to shoppers who are less inclined to travel far
for what they need. This is seeing shopping centres of about 20,000m² developed with a mix of quality restaurants,
office space, high-end convenience retail tenants, and lifestyle components such as gyms.

Mega malls' days are numbered

There remain very few opportunities for the construction of new mega malls of 80,000m² and over unless we
accept a high level of cannibalism between competing malls. The market has reached maturity in this respect. We
will see a lot of expansion on existing large malls, as well as a redevelopment of their offerings but, in terms of
demographics, their numbers within the national landscape are essentially fixed for the time being. 

This is not to say that super-regional malls are not profitable. They remain the best performing assets over the long
term, given their extended tenant mix and dwell times.

As the economic climate gradually improves in the coming years, the appetite for larger shopping centres will once
again improve, bearing in mind that the property sector is a long-term investment.

Outlook for 2017

The future for retail development in South Africa lies in high-quality offerings in high LSM areas – malls just larger
than convenience centres, ranging from 15,000m² to 25,000m². Such developments are not just retail orientated,
but also offer health and lifestyle components, mixed with high-end office space. 

Here, the tenant uptake is good because the trading densities are high. These are niche centres, which are trading
very well at the moment.

Trends show a rise in demand for centres offering a mix of office, health and lifestyle facilities – especially in
Johannesburg and Cape Town where traffic congestion means residents want to work, exercise, shop and eat out
all within easy reach. 

Market research conducted by Abacus Asset Management ahead of our development of Dainfern Square in
Fourways, Johannesburg, showed that Dainfern was one of the highest growth areas in South Africa. We have
recently opened another mixed-use boutique retail centre in another high-growth, high LSM node in the Western
Cape, this time in the form of The Sanctuary in Somerset West.

BY: GAVIN BLOWS
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Digital drive

With online shopping in South Africa accounting for just 1% of total retail spend, landlords are beginning to
incorporate a greater digital experience than ever before into new retail developments.

At first free Wi-Fi was the limit to which developers were willing to spend on digital platforms in their centres, but
now multiple platforms are emerging in new developments. This includes high-tech features such as a central
digital management system which governs a mall’s website, mobile app and Wi-Fi offering, and which is linked to
Bluetooth location beacons situated throughout the centres. 

This in turn allows the mall’s management and marketing team to have a coordinated, meaningful engagement with
their shoppers. The enhanced experience also has a positive effect on shoppers’ dwell times, which in turn
increases turnover for the mall. 

You could even go as far as to say that the digital platform is the new tenant in the mall. We don’t expect online
shopping to impact massively on retail developments. Rather, online shopping will be used more as a reference
point, with the majority of shoppers preferring to enter the physical retail environment.

Abacus has received acclaim for MooiRivier Mall in Potchefstroom, Waterstone Village in Somerset West,
Matlosana Mall in Klerksdorp, and Baywest Mall in Port Elizabeth. Among these are the SACSC National Retail
Design and Development Award for super-regional malls and shopping centres, as well as the Spectrum Award
that celebrates retail excellence across all disciplines and sectors in South Africa.

In the category for new neighbourhood and convenience shopping centre smaller than 20,000m² in size, Dainfern Square scooped the top award at the 2016 SACSC Awards.
Picture: Supplied / Wieland Gleich



ABOUT GAVIN BLOWS
Gavin Blows is MD at Abacus Asset Management.
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Cape Town, a cut above the rest

South Africa's private property market has maintained a precarious balancing act throughout 2016. Based on what
we've seen this past year amidst the trying economic and political times, these are trends we can expect to see
proliferated over the course of 2017.

Cape Town in comparison

Cape Town, and the Western Cape
at large, is South Africa’s most
expensive property market with the
average house transaction price
well over R1.2m. This has been a
growing trend over the course of
2016 and will only continue to
escalate well into 2017. 

The reason for this is based largely
on people’s perception of what the

area offers in terms of lifestyle, service delivery and overall quality of life. Buyers could stand to acquire a larger
property elsewhere in the country for the same price and still choose an area that meets their requirements.

New buyers and family income

When looking to break into the property market for the first time, you’ll have to decide between what you would like
to have and what you have to have. It comes down to the necessities before the niceties. Also, do not assume that
a weaker economy will give you access to “better” properties. 

Buying for the first time will require some savvy no matter what the rand is doing. As a general rule, your instalment
should not be more than 30% of your regular family income, before any tax or deductions. In 2017, aim to have
your instalment at no more than 25% of your regular income.

Millennials are making a move

Fiber has become a key element when buyers, particularly millennials and entrepreneurs, approach a property.
From a less technological perspective, but equally importantly, natural resources are becoming game changers in
terms of how people source property. For example, a borehole is far more attractive to buyers than a swimming
pool, according to Dawid Malan, head of Strategic Stakeholder Engagement for Absa Home Loans. 

Seasonal property preparation

Holiday homes and investment properties are becoming increasingly popular in and around Cape Town. And no
one likes to arrive at a holiday property and find that there is no hot water, clean linen or functional air conditioning
units – regardless of the season. 

BY: GRANT HOLTON
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It’s not often mentioned, and it's often assumed that this information is common knowledge, but maintaining your
holiday home or investment home adds real and sustainable value to the property. More than that, by constantly
taking care of the assets, appliances and amenities on the site, you’re taking care of your bank account too. 

These trends go to show how people are ready to prioritise quality of life and location above all else, and this
comes at a fair price in most instances. South Africa’s property market will have to grow as people’s lifestyle-
oriented needs grow.

ABOUT GRANT HOLTON
Grant Holton, a founding director of HQM Properties, currently heads up the management team in his position of CEO.
Holton is passionate about service delivery and is primarily involved in company strategy, sales and marketing.

http://www.hqmproperties.com/


The need for autonomy powers real estate sales

According to a recent survey by Gumtree.co.za, 57% of South Africans start their search for a new home online -
while only 20% will go straight to an estate agent and 14% will wait for their weekly newspaper.

It has become apparent that, as Jim
Lecinski of Google said, “The sales
funnel isn’t really a funnel
anymore.” The majority of
consumers are self-educating, well-
informed and ready to purchase by
the time they enter a store or pick
up a phone to an agent – they are
unlikely to express interest without a
clear idea of what they want by the
time they make face-to-face contact.

Internet, primary source of research

Today’s consumer is switching between devices, searching, reading reviews, comparing prices, asking rapid
questions on social media (and receiving instant answers). Nine in 10 new home buyers rely on the internet as
their primary source of research, with real estate-related searches rising 253% in just four years. 

This trend has affected the real estate industry in numerous ways. Already battling fierce competition, coupled with
tough economic times, estate agents have to find a way to attract customers during the online search phase. They
also have to sell to customers who want more options, more knowledge and more choice. To do that, they need
the ability to analyse their data – quickly and efficiently. 

Platforms that are less agile

While conventional online property platforms are popular, in many ways, they aren’t benefiting property marketers,
or their clients. Benefits aren’t necessarily being passed from the platform to their users. For example, tech
platforms will develop tools that provide in-depth analytics, access to feeds, means of ways of saving time and
money and monitoring staff and ad performance, but instead of putting the power of technology into users’ hands,
they keep their cards close to their chests and force their customers to use them as the middle man. It makes it all
seem a lot more difficult and mysterious than it is – but it also makes the entire platform less agile for the people
who rely on it to sell property.

Relying on a third party to report on rapid changes defeats the purpose of using the internet to advertise properties
for sale or rent. A rental deal can be concluded from start to finish within a matter of days and a property can go off
the market within the same week it’s advertised, so the site should be updated immediately to avoid the frustration
of irrelevant enquiries (for both agents and consumers). 

BY: BARRIE SWART
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Reports should be viewed daily, not monthly, particularly when it comes to leads because the market is so
competitive and sellers could demand an analysis of a sole mandate’s marketing activities and results at any given
time. Waiting for a third party’s helpdesk to feed back or update on your behalf is not conducive to the good
customer service that most agents rely on as their most important differentiator.

Contractual and technological lock-ins

Another source of contention within the industry is the contractual and technological lock-ins imposed by online
platforms. Contracts are typically long and inflexible, which again is not relevant to an industry that can be
extremely volatile and sees peaks and troughs. Others use technological means of locking in customers –
migrating or uploading their stock or even building microsites for their customers but disallowing feeds from other
sources, imposing exclusivity on the agents.

In short, a good property platform should embrace the spirit of accessibility and ease of use of classifieds but
maintain the sophistication associated with specialist sites. 

The reason tens of thousands prospective property buyers are already visiting a site like Gumtree every single day
is because the ads they are replying to are managed by agents directly, and therefore up to date and on the
market. The most significant change we’ve made is to make the entire process easier for the agents themselves –
creating a dashboard that puts the power in their hands.

It’s an obvious solution. As property buyers are taking house-hunting into their own hands, property marketers
should too.

ABOUT BARRIE SWART
Barrie Swart is the country head of Gumtree Property. He has spent a decade working in the fields of marketing, media and
management in both South Africa and China, holding both an MBA and a bachelor's degree in marketing. Swart was
responsible for launching ProTool For Property, a sophisticated property dashboard, that is now being used in South Africa
and Mexico.



Politics holds property hostage

The year past has been a volatile one economically, politically and socially for South Africa, and the chain of
events has influenced financial markets, business confidence and of course, as a result, the property market as a
whole. Even so, a few identifiable patterns have emerged in each different property sector of the Gauteng market
that we anticipate will continue into 2017.

While current ruling party politics
makes for an unpredictable future,
we believe there will still be some
sound investment opportunities in
property in the short to medium
term.

Commercial property

The office sector:

The outlook for the office space
sector of the commercial market is pretty bleak, and as long as there is little to no growth in the economy, we don’t
expect any major changes.

This means that based on the current economic conditions, the office vacancy rate will most likely continue to rise.
In recent months there has been very little uptake in vacancies, and most of the movement in this sector of the
market has been in redevelopment. 

Rentals remain under pressure and yields remain low, a trend we expect to continue into 2017.

The industrial sector:

The industrial property market has actually been relatively positive in its trading trends over the past 12 months. 

We do, however, anticipate a levelling off in this sector due to the continued economic slump. That said, vacancies
are currently fairly low, and we expect them to remain so in the year ahead.

The retail sector:

There has been a large amount of retail development in recent years, but we are now seeing an easing off as new
development slows down considerably.

This is due to the fact that the retail sector is coming under increasing pressure due to a decline in consumer
spending, and as a result we are starting to see more and more vacancies. 

BY: CHRIS RENECLE
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Residential property

New development sales:

The lower end of the market is slowing down as more and more households feel the financial pressure of a slow
economy.

The middle of the market – property priced between R1m and R3m - is still fairly active. We believe this portion of
the market will continue on a similar growth trend as it has in recent years.

As more and more people opt to live closer to their place of work, we also anticipate continued demand and
therefore capital growth of sectional title properties well located in proximity of the Sandton, Bryanston and
Rosebank business districts.

Residential rentals:

As can be expected from the decline in new development sales in the lower end of the market, there has been an
increase in rental demand in this sector. We are also seeing an increasing demand for rental properties from the
middle market as well.

Rentals at the higher end of the market are being driven by foreign, skilled, white collar tenants in the IT, telecoms
and engineering spheres predominantly.

Property management:

With the sustained increase in the cost of basic services, body corporates will continue to find their budgets
strained, which in turn means placing more financial pressure on the consumer as levy increases will be
unavoidable. 

In attempting to stick to their budgets, dampen levy increases for owners and manage the increased cost of
services, bodies corporate will be walking a fine line to balance expenditure on repairs and maintenance,
gardening and security services, all of which contribute to the appeal and capital growth potential of properties
within sectional title complexes.

Unless there is a radical change in the status quo politically, and aggressive measures adopted to improve
economic stability and growth, property will, overall, have very limited growth and investment potential in the year
ahead, with some sectors potentially even seeing more dramatic decline.



ABOUT CHRIS RENECLE
Chris Renecle, MD of Renprop, completed his B.Comm Hon (Wits and Unisa) in 1990 and undertook his articles at Ernst &
Young. In 1992 he joined Renprop as the financial director, and in 1993 was appointed managing director. Over the past 23
years, under his leadership, the company has transformed from being a traditional real estate agency to one of the largest
providers of residential property in South Africa.



A look at the affordable housing space

There remains a huge interest and demand in affordable housing in South Africa. The very low end of the housing
spectrum is largely catered for by the public sector through various government-assisted housing programmes,
whilst most developers have chosen to focus on the higher end of the market, being less price-sensitive and more
lucrative. Barriers to entry in this specific market segment are high, with players in the housing value chain faced
with a series of challenges... rising inflation and interest rates, limited affordability of buyers and end-users, yield
return expectations from funders and increased materials and labour costs. Where possible, both government and
landowners should assist in reducing these barriers so that the gap between supply and demand can be reduced.

Higher densities

Cities through their densification
strategies are encouraging
densities that are generally
higher than what has
traditionally been delivered.
Residential densities exceeding
200du/ha (vertically, this means
buildings higher than eight
storeys) will be necessary to
justify significant investment in

infrastructure, made either by the public or private sector. Low densities are unsustainable and cannot make bus
rapid transport (such as Gauteng’s Rea Vaya and eThekwini’s Go!Durban) systems viable. Moreover, with a push
towards transit-orientated development (TOD) nodes, high densities are a precondition.

Accessibility

There is a growing trend for developers wanting sites with good access. More and more they are foregoing less
expensive land, that may be highly developable, serviced or come with expansive vistas, to sites that are more
costly, but with easier accessibility to public transport, schools and other urban amenities. A precinct where
buyers/residents can walk safely or take buses and taxis to their workplace will remain prime and quick take-up is
guaranteed. Land situated on the outskirts of cities and towns, far from employment nodes is not likely to be
sought-after. 

A move towards rental stock

Whilst homeownership advantages are well-known, developers, funders and investors are seeking greater
opportunities to develop units as rental stock, thus boosting their portfolios. With buyers faced with increased
affordability constraints, renting has become a lot more attractive for young professionals and families relative to
buying due to rising interest rates, as higher rates will place home ownership further out of reach for many.
Although a complex sector, with opportunities and markets varying from area to area, investors are achieving
excellent returns on their investments as well as capital appreciation through the buy-to-let market. 

BY: KAREN PETERSEN
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This specific asset class is seeing superior yields, with rental yields outstripping growth in the average house price.
Popular product offerings include two-bedroom sectional title apartments, priced below R720,000 – this generating
yields more than 9%, while three- to four-bedroom standalone properties priced above R1,5m sit below 6%. 

Greater collaboration and partnerships

Affordable housing, whether freehold title or rental, require greater collaboration between players. Developers are
seeking commitment from local authorities not only in timeous planning approvals but in infrastructure provision.
Municipalities that are offering incentives for affordable housing developers will lead in this regard. Employers who
are keen and willing to engage with others to provide housing for their employees also play a role. There are
several institutions and agencies who are able to assist in enhancing buyers’ ability to afford accessing homes.

ABOUT KAREN PETERSEN
Karen Petersen currently works for Tongaat Hulett, a large JSE-listed agricultural and agri-processing business which
includes integrated components of land management and property development.



Outlook "mixed" for SA's residential property market

The outlook for South Africa's residential real estate market over the next 12 months is "mixed", with some areas
expected to experience high sales volumes and good price growth while others remain out of favour with buyers
and some to even experience real price declines. Consequently, our expectation is for nominal house price growth
to vary widely, from around 4% to around 10%.

Metros to experience rising
demand

In overview, the metros – and
especially Cape Town – will
continue to experience rising
housing demand, driven by the
search for education and
employment, by the longer-term
trend towards urbanisation and, in
some instances, semigration to a
city that is perceived to be better
managed and/or offers a higher
quality of life than others. Smaller

towns and rural areas, on the other hand, can generally expect housing demand and price growth to decline –
except those located close to a new infrastructure project, those linked to an increase in the global demand for
certain commodities (such as rare earths), or those that are sought-after for a specific reason such as retirement. 

As it is, prices in Cape Town are rising by around 10% a year on the back of persistent demand, while those in
other metros are keeping pace with inflation at around 6% annual growth and are expected to perform even better
as inflation declines over the next 12 months. Prices in most rural towns will most likely experience real-term
declines over the next 12 to 24 months.

GDP expected to rise

Expectations are that although the CPI will end 2016 at 6.3%, which is outside the Reserve Bank’s target range, it
will slowly retreat next year to around 5.5% in 2017 and further good news is that economic growth (GDP) is
expected to rise from 0.4% to 1.3% next year. While hardly stellar, this will be positive for property because it will
bring about increased employment and improved consumer confidence. If properly managed, the R988bn allocated
to state spending on energy and water projects, transport infrastructure and housing over the next three years will
also assist in creating many new jobs – and potential homebuyers. 

We are not expecting any interest rate increases in 2017 as the Reserve Bank continues to focus less on inflation
and more on stimulating economic growth in its efforts, with Treasury, to stave off a downgrade to junk status by
the ratings agencies, and then to encourage more foreign and local investment. This means that home loan rates
will also not rise, and that consumers should find it easier to qualify for new loans and to afford the monthly
instalments as their salaries rise.

BY: BERRY EVERITT
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Relief for household budgets

Food price inflation may also moderate next year as the rains brought by the La Nina weather pattern alleviates the
drought, and that will relieve some of the current strain on household budgets, especially in the lower income
groups. Unfortunately, however, salary increases in 2017 are expected to be muted and many South Africans are
going to have to shoulder a heavier tax burden in 2017 as government looks for an additional R43bn in revenue by
the end of 2018.

We expect this to have a negative impact on first-time homebuying and the expansion of SA’s residential market.
The reverse of that coin, however, is that the prospects for buy-to-let investors will improve, especially in the CBDs
and inner-city suburbs that are increasingly favoured by newly urbanised young people. 

Trend towards downsizing

Meanwhile, although repeat buying and second-home buying will be bolstered by the equity that existing
homeowners have built up in their properties and are able to use to reduce the monthly bond repayments on their
next homes or investments, we expect rising property rates and utility charges to significantly boost the trend
towards downsizing.

This will of course make certain areas within the metros themselves more popular than others and more likely to
experience sustained price growth. It will also, we believe, give major impetus to the development of upmarket
cluster or sectional title developments where affluent residents share the cost of land, luxury amenities and high-
tech security provisions.

ABOUT BERRY EVERITT
Berry Everitt is the CEO of the Chas Everitt International property group, which is one of the top five estate agency
companies in South Africa and widely recognised for its innovative marketing methods, its technological leadership - and its
absolute dedication to achieving exceptional customer service. Everitt is the youngest son of the group's founders, Charles
and Tilla Everitt, and has been involved in the business since it was established in 1988.



Opportunities for sound property investment

The divergent performances of various metros, as well as shifting demographic trends and people's lifestyle
choices, ensure that there will still be sectors of the housing market that continue to flourish despite a sluggish
economy. For example, during the year 2016 to date, house price inflation in the Western Cape has risen by
10.35%. Adjusting for inflation, this translates into a real increase in house prices of 4.2% during the first nine
months of the year.

Underlined importance of
location

Location will remain all-important.
Recent research suggests that the
length of time a property remains on
the market depends more on the
suburb it is located in than the state
of the economy. As a result, when
purchasing a property during an
economic slowdown and softer
housing market conditions, buyers

need a good understanding of the market dynamics in order to select the suburb, price band or unit type which
best suits their needs but which also continues to enjoy healthy growth in prices despite the prevailing economic
climate.

Ongoing semigration

Semigration will be an ongoing trend, and it seems likely that many buyers relocating to the Western Cape will
choose to settle in the greater Cape Town area – which remains the top performing major metro housing market in
South Africa. Cape Town remains a niche property market, robust despite economic pressures. With more
investment on the cards for the city of Cape Town, with projects totalling R16bn anticipated during the next few
years and at least R1bn earmarked for Claremont, one of the city’s commercial nodes beyond the CBD, the
demand for high-end properties remains strong and above average house price inflation is likely to prevail.

Over and above this, it appears that buyers relocating to the Western Cape are also settling in other urban areas
such as Paarl, Somerset West and Stellenbosch, and also along the coastline. Apart from also experiencing an
ongoing trend as a result of semigration to the Western Cape, the Whale Coast towns of Hermanus, Onrus and
Kleinmond are seeing buyers looking to acquire holiday homes with a view to retirement in the future. The
KwaZulu-Natal North Coast is another burgeoning growth node that will continue to attract a flow of buyers
particularly from Gauteng and the rest of the KZN province.

BY: DR ANDREW GOLDING
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Growing number of first-time buyers

Given South Africa’s relatively young population profile – with the majority of South Africans still under the average
age of the typical first time buyer (34 years according to ooba) – demand from the growing number of first-time
buyers will continue to provide a positive fundamental underpinning for the South African housing market for the
foreseeable future.
It is this robust demand from first-time buyers which helps to explain the continued strong price performance of the
lower price band (below R1m) housing market in all three major regional markets.

Continued demand for secure, estate lifestyle

There are numerous factors which will continue to attract people across all generations to a secure estate lifestyle.
The new trend is towards so-called lifestyle estates which encompass ‘work, live, play, shop’ – all within a secure
environment which provides a sense of community as well as easy access to schooling. Generally, these estates
are situated in metropolitan South Africa, including new metro growth nodes where the cities are expanding. Apart
from the potential for sound investment returns, given the high desirability of estate living, buyers of estate property
also seem to be moving towards a younger generation, many being young couples or families with small children.
At the other end of the scale, more mature buyers are moving from large family homes into more compact,
manageable properties in estates.

Impact of access to transport and all amenities

Ease of access to the workplace, amenities and leisure activities and thereby eliminating traffic congestion will
remain a priority for many home buyers – further fuelling the ongoing high demand for sectional title units, including
those in prime located mixed-use developments. One major infrastructural investment which is likely to have a
significant impact on the housing market in several Gauteng suburbs in the years ahead is the planned extension
of the Gautrain. The Gautrain Management Agency is planning to extend the rail route by 150km and the Gautrain
could soon extend its travelling routes to Soweto, Mamelodi and the West of Johannesburg. It is anticipated that
the extension to the west of Johannesburg will have a similar impact on the local property market as was
experienced in Sandton and Rosebank, with some big corporates opting to relocate there.

Increasing demand for sustainability

As South Africa is becoming ever more environmentally conscious, the urge to conserve our natural resources and
reduce one’s carbon footprint as well as combat ever-rising costs of electricity and water has expanded into the
world of architecture and construction, making energy-efficient design of ever-increasing relevance. More and
more people are looking at sustainable residential developments and communities of like-minded people are living
together in self-sufficient eco-estates with boreholes, solar heating and solar and wind-generated power, and water
tanks and underground systems to conserve the environment.



ABOUT DR ANDREW GOLDING
Dr Andrew Golding, chief executive of the Pam Golding Property group, was originally in private practice as a General
Practitioner on the Atlantic Seaboard from 1991 to 1996, after which he joined the family business as MD in 1996, followed
by his present position.
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Developing Africa's future cities

Cities are "smart" when infrastructure, urban assets, public services, human and social capital, mobility systems
and other forces are improved and optimised under ICT. The important benefit is higher economic growth, better
quality of life for citizens and a more responsible form of stewardship over natural resources. However, the creation
of such futuristic cosmopolitan utopias is often complex because of variables and variances in development levels,
resource availability, technological infrastructure, innovation, cultural systems and issues such as the digital divide.
While other non-African nations are successful in building future cities, their templates cannot simply be cast over
the cities of this continent, each with its own unique set of challenges, opportunities, urban development maps, and
local economic development plans.

Growth will come from mid-size
cities

Commercial real estate developers,
investors, property owners and
facility managers are a critical link in
casting a vision and blue print for
future African cities, especially
because they provide the spaces
and sites for profitability,
productivity, sustainability,
innovation, cultural cohesion and

heritage preservation.

There is a misunderstanding that megacities are the engines of global growth. According to a McKinsey Global
Institute (MGI) report, the 23 megacities in the world — with populations exceeding the 10-million mark — will only
contribute about 10% of global growth in 10 years from now. Growth will come from mid-size cities with populations
of between 150,000 and 10-million.

To achieve this growth, role players in the commercial real estate value chain have shaped developmental
narratives with local planning authorities.

Challenges in the commercial real estate sector

However, the South African commercial real estate sector is faced with a set of challenges: on the one hand,
sluggish economic growth and, on the other hand, the slow-burning and very real transmutation of physical spaces
into virtual sites of economic productivity as a result of technological innovation. Since the great recession of
2008/09, South Africa’s national vacancy rate has hovered between 9,8% – 10,6%, and is likely to be frozen at the
same level or increase further unless South Africa’s economic growth prospects improve. Workplace flexibility,
virtual working and telecommuting - as a result of technological innovation and shifts in organisational policies can
put the national vacancy rate under further pressure in the distant future.
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In the age of economic uncertainty and neoliberal economic volatility, new alternatives to traditional models of
commercial real estate economics is a reality that needs to be embraced, understood and explored.

Focus on small and micro enterprises

In order to prepare for the future, commercial property owners, investors and developers should turn the focus to a
growing, important but often neglected segment of the market: the country’s small and micro enterprises, and
emergent entrepreneurs. It is estimated that by 2030, no less than 90% of new jobs will be created by small and
expanding firms. Thus, a huge opportunity exists to offer solutions to real estate products and solutions to new
startup companies for relatively young and small businesses. This segment of the market comprises 2.8-million
businesses that are responsible for 52% – 57% of South Africa’s GDP.

Landlords and tenants in South Africa are effectively placed between a knowledge-intensive economy which
permits development of the smart city and the shadow or sharing economy, which is a direct result of slower
economic growth and a response to neoliberal economic globalisation. 

Sharing economy

In particular, South Africa’s commercial real estate will be affected more by the sharing economy in the future than
by ultra-modern and ultra-sleek urban design with smart technologies and the internet of things. 

If we are committed to smaller and micro enterprises, there will be a greater demand for shared space, flexible
office work spaces and a mix of fixed and variable spaces from tenants. Furthermore, a lease agreement will
become more layered with arrangements for flexible space to meet either peak demands or for meeting the needs
of short-term special projects.

Importantly, this requires a new model of design and lettable space: new or existing office developments will need
to be forged with design principles of incubation centres, startup innovation labs and flexible work spaces in mind.
These spaces are productivity sites and are purpose-built for the sharing economy as they will create opportunities
for people to interact and collaborate in creative ways. Thus, the future of commercial real estate in terms of office
space will definitely borrow from centres with shared and communal resources.

Flexible arrangements

In such a configuration, landlords and tenants will need to approach and be more open to more flexible
arrangements. Of course, a major challenge for landlords and facility managers is the challenge of vetting
companies that are startups or relatively young, but yet the lifeblood of the economy and commercial real estate in
the future. This will in all probability result in higher rentals as part of the risk management for property owners and
will likely affect pricing dynamics in the future.

Secondly, real estate owners and facility managers have to invest in evolving technologies that can improve
interactions with tenants and customers if they are committed to offer smart real estate solutions for the smart city. 



Technology strategies

This will require putting technology strategies in place for newly built or existing real estate assets. Investment in
technologies to obtain, manage and exploit can offer rich information layers for the management of buildings to
control or reduce operational costs. It will find its way into facilities management at an operational and strategic
level. Investment and exploration of new technologies is important not only for the core business, but also as part
of change management and innovation. Effectively such investments are important for change but also as a
possible value-added service for clients and tenants.

Thirdly, tech and creative economies are spreading to emerging market cities like wild fire. In fact, the technology
and innovation are the lifeblood of economic growth for the future. For the economies of regional municipalities, it is
critical that commercial real estate planning and development are anchored in a socio-centric paradigm. This
means that office spaces with facilities and amenities that support the wellness of its social capital can unleash
productivity, increase levels of profitability and exceptional innovation. In a setup of global economic competition,
the competitiveness of regional economies relies on its ability to attract and retain top talent and creative minds.
Cities that succeed in repositioning themselves away from manufacturing towards creative services will be
economic engines generating future growth.

Overhaul of urban retail spaces

Fourthly, we should expect a drastic overhaul of urban retail spaces in the distant future. As we have seen in South
Africa recently, major retailers are downsizing and shutting the doors of their presences in the real world and some
are opting to move to online spaces. The result of this is that brick-and-mortar stores and physical shopping malls
are being reimagined as experiential sites. Thus, malls of the future will focus more on mixed-use experiences.

Clearly, a compelling vision, clear road map and creativity are required to build Africa’s urban utopias of the future. 

And, while smart city planning and development is often led by municipalities and development in response to
pressures such as increased urbanisation, city management challenges, rising population and climate change,
amongst others, role players such as commercial real estate developers, investors and facility managers, through
smart commercial real estate planning, development, investment and upgrading, should also take part in laying the
foundation of future cities.

ABOUT NADIR JEEVA
Nadir Jeeva is CEO of Afri-Corp Properties International, a progressive Southern African commercial real estate and facilities
management company based in Port Elizabeth. Jeeva holds 20 years' experience in real estate marketing, brokering and
tenant relations. He holds a BCom degree from NMMU (formerly UPE).



Commercial property market performing with optimism

The South African economy has once again underperformed in 2016, showing no signs of a comeback. The
International Monetary Fund revised economic growth expectations for 2016 and 2017 down to 0.1% and 0.8%
respectively. Despite this challenge, the commercial property market is performing with much optimism. Looking at
various major cities' performance, one might think we are experiencing a positive economic environment. Sandton,
Rosebank, Bryanston, Waterfall Estate and Cape Town City are showing no signs of a slowdown as they strongly
compete with modern and green-rated buildings. Regardless of this, consumers are finding it difficult to meet
increasing costs. Inflation is averaging 6.5% in 2016, higher than the averages we have seen in the past five years
and further impacted by the volatile rand and oil prices in the recent years.

Strong competition in the Gauteng retail shopping malls

There are signs of pressure in the retail property space prevalent mainly due to cannibalisation and strong market
competition. Gauteng, in particular, has had new regional and super-regional malls opening or undergoing massive
expansion. This has put pressure on neighbouring centres' trading densities, exacerbated by the slowdown in the
economy where retail spending has been strained in the past year. The very same centres are competing for the
same struggling and debt-ridden customers. In 2016 alone, two new centres were added in the market - the
90,000m² Mall of the South and the 131,000m² Mall of Africa. Menlyn Shopping Centre and Fourways Mall are also
undergoing major expansion to super-regional centres. Menlyn Mall is expected to be the largest shopping centre
in Africa with 170,000m² of retail space.

Customers are spoilt for choice; the bigger the centre, the more choices available. In turn, this means the smaller
centres will be forced to specialise, much like Nicolway and Morningside shopping centres which offer restaurant
facilities. Competition is prevalent in the retail space, however from 2017 onwards, should the economy not
improve, real estate institutional investors will be forced to scale back and diversify into other segments of property.
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Demand for student accommodation to remain buoyant

The past two years have seen the resilience of the #Feesmustfall movement which became more violent in 2016.
One of the many results from the protests is students fearing being on campuses due to the unrest, encouraging
more students to find accommodation off campus. Further to this, the student population has been on the rise in
South Africa, with a number of students looking for safe, secure and affordable accommodation. There has been
an increasing demand in students looking for accommodation of which current campuses’ housing stock cannot
meet. Property developers are starting to consider increasing investment in this important sector of the economy as
the demand continues to rise.

We are likely to see various funds diversifying to cater for student housing demand in 2017. This is one real estate
sector that developers have ignored for a long time as much of the investment has been allocated to industrial,
office and retail development which is evidently becoming saturated. According to the minister of the Department of
Higher Education, Dr Blade Nzimande, student accommodation supply caters for only 100,000 out of the 530,000
students. The ministry estimates that by 2030, an additional 400,000 beds would be required as various old
universities are housing students in derelict buildings, old hotels and office converted buildings in the inner cities.
For various property developers, the opportunity is ripe for penetration and will alleviate the social challenges
faced by the future employees and employers of this economy. 

More infrastructure investment to drive real estate investment

Planned new Gautrain stations are expected to create more space for commercial activity. Although still too early to
tell, the approval of the next phase of Gautrain lines is expected to create more real estate demand, particularly
around the stations, be it for commercial property, rental stock or more residential sectional titles. The Bus Rapid
Transport (BRT) system is also likely to influence acquisition decisions. All major municipalities have or are
implementing the BRT system, which is aimed at improving access to safe public transport. With this investment in
mind, it could revive some of the nodes that are under strain, particularly where infrastructure is developed along
busy commercial secondary nodes. 

Transaction activity dominated by private funds

Commercial transaction activity has again this year shown no signs of slowing down and is estimated to reach
R127bn in 2016 up from R118.9bn in 2015. Although this is an improvement, it is only a 7.3% increase from 2015
and a slight drop from the 13.1% increase seen in 2015. 



The listed sector is dominating this time with transaction purchases increasing by 42% from the previous year. This
is because funds are looking for valuable assets and land for development to cater for future demand. In 2017, we
are likely to see even more purchases as various funds diversify from traditional sectors to residential and student
accommodation.
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Positive growth in Western Cape housing market to continue

While house price growth has slowed throughout the country, the Western Cape's property prices continue to
move along an upward trajectory. The housing market in the Western Cape has enjoyed the lion's share of the
positive property price growth, while the rest of the country lags behind. A trend we expect will continue in 2017.

Pockets of excellence

The market is likely to experience
only marginal property price growth
during next year. Property price
growth will again slow in most
areas, however, there will be
pockets of brilliance, such as
Somerset West which is still
providing a great return on
investment. Other pockets of
excellence such as Lakeside
provide a lower entry-level, but will

soon shoot up in value due to a growing demand in Cape Town’s Southern Suburbs. 

Investors may not be as excited about the prospects of capital growth in the short term, but then again property
was always designed to be a long-term investment. It is important to bear in mind that house price growth is
relative, as the average consumer will continue to buy and sell regardless of the economic climate due to life stage
requirements. 

Investors will need to be discerning

Going forward, investors who are looking for good returns on their investments will have to be more discerning of
the areas they invest in and the untapped potential of so-called ‘up and coming’ areas. Cash will very much
become king in the medium term and buyers who have access to the necessary resources will likely benefit at the
closing table.

Downgrade will hurt the consumer and property market as a whole

Moving into 2017, all eyes will be on the rating agencies and whether the country’s credit status is downgraded to
junk status. Earlier in 2016, Moody’s Investors Service rating agency affirmed the country’s status at two notches
above sub-investment or junk status but gave the country a negative outlook. If the country is downgraded to junk
status during the course of 2017, access to finance will become more expensive and interest rates will soar. 

A downgrade will have a negative impact on consumers and the property market as a whole. Essentially, the
country’s rating impacts the cost of credit. A junk status will mean that it will cost more for the government to borrow
money, which in turn will have a knock-on effect on the consumer. 
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Financial institutions will need to hold more money in reserve, which will make it more difficult to obtain credit, and
the credit that is granted will come at a higher cost. Saving will become tougher but will also become more critical
in respect of deposit requirements and the ability to negotiate better rates based on less exposure for the bank.

A slow market

During this year RE/MAX of Southern Africa has experienced abnormal property sales volume growth in
comparison to an industry-wide dip of around 15%. For most, property sales have declined as buyers adopt a wait-
and-see approach to the current market. Challenging economic conditions have had their impact on the property
market. More focus will need to be placed on job creation during next year if we have any hope of igniting the
economy and increasing the number of qualified buyers in the market.
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